We apologize for an error in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} on page 2696 in the paper. While plotting the data, the axis scale for quartz II milled (black curve) was rescaled to the plotted values. The other layers were still connected to their initial axis limits. Therefore, the others seem to have much higher *n*~s~ values than the quartz II sample. The correct graph is now presented with an extended caption in this document. We emphasize that this is not a measurement error but a plotting error in setting the *y*-axis limits. A similar graph was published before in the Diploma-thesis of Tobias Zolles on page 58. It can be accessed directly via the Vienna University of Technology <http://www.ub.tuwien.ac.at> (<http://www.ub.tuwien.ac.at/dipl/2013/AC10775235.pdf>).

![Active surface site density depending on temperature plotted for all quartz samples. The nanosecond values were obtained using the BET surface values. Quartz I shows the highest surface site density, and the original quartz III sample shows almost no INA. Quartz II and III were milled for 4 min, resulting in a drastic INA increase for quartz III and an increased initial freezing temperature for Quartz II.](jp-2019-05645c_0001){#fig3}

Furthermore, we want to clarify that the used definition of chaotrop and kosmotrop are based on Marcus.^[@ref1]^ The second cited paper by Zangi et al. uses the opposite definition but comes to the conclusion that this is misleading.^[@ref2]^
